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About This Game
A thrilling match-3 game that tells the story of Angelo, a young god from Olympus.
Banished to the mortal realm, Angelo must prove his worth to the Grecian king by building the most majestic palace in the dark
and muddy wastelands no one has ever seen. Help Angelo collect the resources he needs to build his palace of wonder. Search
the five beautiful but dangerous corners of the kingdom to help Angelo on his quest, outwitting and defeating powerful Titans
and ferocious creatures at every turn.

Epic story and atmosphere based on mythological figures and settings!
79 challenging match-3 levels!
20 upgrades to build an extraordinary Olympian palace never before seen!
5 unique, challenging worlds to conquer!
Original music compositions with Roman and Celtic stylings!

Also play the second part soon on Steam ...
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/1008610?beta=0
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Title: The Trials of Olympus
Genre: Casual
Developer:
e-FunSoft Games
Publisher:
HH-Games
Franchise:
Match3 Games, Match 3 Games
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2018

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/10
Processor: 1.2GHz CPU
Graphics: 128MB
Storage: 250 MB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German
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Great OST a must buy. Trust 10\/10. Cut the crap, let's get straight to the point:
Pros:
- easy to learn, not that hard to master to on two first levels of "easiness". (militia and regular)
- nice ui
- nice movement system. You just draw a line mith a mouse and units follow it
- fast battles (win or lose in 5-10 mins for each battle). It can also be a cons.
- civil var flavour with historical units
- terrain bonuses
- some small things like adjutants who carry general's orders (they may become lost\/intercepted and the orders get lost with
them), hidden personalities of unit commanders - cautious may ignore some of your orders, agressive may charge needlessly
into action, etc.
- basic logistics (artillery runs of ammo and must be resupplied by a wagon train)
- decent AI.
Cons:
- absolutely no graphics to speak of. Units are represented by rectangles composed of little squares. If such squares are in
disarray you unit ir broken\/routed\/not in good order. See screens above and that's the battle in its entirety. Environment
consists of a few copipasted houses\/trees
- battle can run on one speed only or be paused. Maybe you can change it but I didn't find out how
- no tactical formations. Column or two rows. Fullstop
- engagements between units are affected by terrain, morale (milita, regular, vets), number of men and flanking mostly. Units
have other stats. like fatigue but since battles are so short it's usually on maximum. Weather\/wind direction are also there but
mostly irrelevant. Night affects visibility for engaging, however, and you can see campfires where units are postioned (including
enemy units)
- dumb building ui. Bridges\/covers are hard to place and cannot be cancelled. I once lost a battle because I misclicked, all
nearby units started building something and noone was left in control of my victory points
- about 20 battles for each campaign (I found it really short at the pace the game was running)
- units have no independent thinking beyond personalities of their cammanders. If a neighbour is attacked a few meters away
most prefer to stay where they are and enjoy the show.
- some simple but annoying bugs. The ones I encountered during almost 6 hours:
units get stuck. Usually in rivers. I had to fight without artillery entirely because my wagon train got stuck
units have trouble crossing bridges. Some can cross only after second\/third attempt.
if you want to get some regular\/vet achivements (regular Bull Run, etc.) set to zero your campaign of a previous difficulty level.
I.e. I beat the Confederate campaign on regular + vet. for some battles, but because I also had Confederate militia campaign
started earlier I got only militia achievements.
Verdict: worth playing if costs less than 3 $ and you really like US civil war. Want something more complicated and\/or with
graphics try Civil war Mod for Medieval TW.. Need more games in this FPS Tower Defence Genre.....Co-op is were its @!!!.
With Sin's slightly lacking amount of diversity, a little DLC pack like this can really make the game seem a little more flavorful,
though I only reccomend buying it during a sale.. Is this Crysis?. Good cheap fun.
Played through a bit of this game now and have been enjoying it. Basic premise is you need to build a base, hire people and
defend yourself against the horde.
Few glitches here and there, and a potential game breaking way to make money really fast but all in all an enjoyable game.
For more thoughts feel free to check out my quick video review below:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=M515H7k1nLA. The game on it's own is quite enjoyable, but I would recommend the
Colonial Charter mod, because it makes it feel like a fully fleshed game. The vanilla game does seem a bit limited in what you
can do, but mods make the game amazing.. There was an... attempt. I guess.
Ok, so I generally don't care for good graphics. I'd rather play a engaging pixel or voxel game than any boring photo realisitc
game that has nothing else going on. That being said, Clinically dead is too hideous even for me.
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I don't really know why they even put the opening hostital scene in there as it only highlights that their human models are
nightmarish and that they couldn't find a single voice actor and instead use text to speech.
Once you are ingame it looks better as the time-colors obscure the bad graphics somewhat and the main text to speech voice
doesn't sound as bad.
So then let's talk about the main point of this game: the Area-is-time thing. It's really boring actually. All it does is moving
objects such as platforms as you walk. That's it. Sometimes you can control "time" directly which is equal to flipping switches in
other games that lower or raise platforms. It really doesn't add anything more. I mean balls and other moving objects aren't even
affected by reversing time.
Now the 2 levels that made me quit: First there is one where you have to navigate a ball through a tube and have to close doors
by standing in the right timezones. Except because of the awful graphics I couldn't tell if the door is open or closed from that far
away because as said this game is hideous. So I had to trial and error my way through it.
Last puzzle I have done was an area with a lot of cages with enemies inside. Goal is to stay in 1 time zone so the cages don't
open and the hidously looking enemies cant swarm and insta kill you. Fun game play! Also there was a bug because even though
the cages were all still closed one thing constantly escaped regardless.
This game had potential and I think with just a little more effort put in it might have been playable... but it's not.. Worst Prison
simulator ever.. I made it my mission to look past the graphics and see the underlying positives. I went in with the best of
intentions, to see the good in this and overlook the bad and be the 2nd positive review. Sadly I can't do this now because I
actually TRIED the game and it is HORRID.
Even though there are 10+ people in the game's credits this looks, feels, and plays like a project a student project.
Boring as hell, makes no sense, no instructions, no tutorial, nothing.
Trash. I refunded after 10 minutes. Should have refunded immediately.
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Nobody plays this game any more, servers are empty, and game is only for multyplayer, its not worth 9.99 Euros, so dont be a
foul.. Knock knock.
Who's there?
- Dish
Dish who?
- Dish is the police. Hands up!. Fun game if you just want to shoot things with friends. enemies are huge and have large
hitboxes. there are lots of guns and weapons. I like wingdiver best because you can fly around.. Just purchased the game and am
absolutey enthralled with the music, themes, and difficulty settings. Expect to see my hours go up on this review. Basically, the
music selection is really well done, ranging from soothing ambient music, classical, pop, and working itself up to hard-rock and
some heavy dubstep. You can choose the various themes designed for the song or you can select an easier to digest standard
theme that doens't have all the flashing and the like. (It's also really good for practicing). Furthermore, you can change the
tempo of the song and if you look at the screen shots you'll see 4k mode. That's not the resolution but in fact a setting for your
keyboard. 4K is four fingers, two to each side. 6K is six fingers and is signicantly more difficult. Either way I digress. The game
is absolutely fun and the DLC and is excellent as well. Hope this helps!. I've been having an absolute blast playing Gnomes vs.
Fairies. It's a fully fledged 3D platformer in the tradition of Mario 64, but it's got lots of RPG elements and hack 'n' slash
combat.
My experience has been very smooth and I haven't encountered a single obvious bug yet, I can't say for sure because I haven't
finished the game, but at this point it seems like all the bugs others mentioned are fixed.
The platforming feels solid, combat is simple but it doesn't get boring because there are so many items like grappling hooks and
bombs you can use on your enemies. The environments and the Gnomes are cute but there's an overall eerie atmosphere and
music. The coolest thing though is every level there are new items to play with, like triple jump boots, shield, fairy wings you
can fly with, etc. I haven't found them yet but the trailer even shows airships!
The music creator level is worth the price of the game all by itself, to be honest! Really fun!!!
It's fairly well optimized and runs with no hitches on my desktop and even runs pretty well on my surface pro 3. It also
supported my xbox one controller out of the box!!!
The bloom and shader effects might be a bit much, but you can turn them off in the menu if you don't like them.
I absolutely recommend this game, and at $9.99 it's a total bargain. It's got a big hub world that connects to multiple subworlds,
and it seems like there will be a lot of levels. Some of the reviewers here have more than 20 hours of gameplay so there's a lot of
content!
Pros:
*Nostalgic
*Funny
*Fast gameplay
*Good music
*Great level design
*Not too hard, not too easy
*Many items = many play modes
*Developer is all over the community forums answering questions and fixing bugs
Cons
*No multiplayer yet - has it now
*No online play yet - has it now
*Lighting is a little harsh on some levels - seems fixed. Great game, just be prepared to die! Alot!. this game is.... not that great.
it's not terrible, but it's far from good as well.
------------------------------------
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first of, let's talk about the positive stuff
you're a ball that follows a straight path, and you go to the end while avoiding various ennemies
the end.
the concept is simple and effective!
it's challenging and completing the levels feels like an accomplishement, which is great!

now you might be wondering:
"but then, why are you saying it's only okay?"
well here's why.

while the concept is simple and the game is challenging, it feels incredibely repetitive, all the levels look the same because of
how simple it is, and I usualy get bored of it pretty quickly because of that.
then, there's the fact that the "ball" you control blocks your view when it's in the air, and this can be pretty annoying at times
oh yeah, and the ennemies can shoot at you, and you know, that doesn't sound that bad, and it's not, because you can shoot as
well.
the problem is that it's really hard to actualy see the bullets,
there's also the music, which, in most of the levels I've played so far, doesn't sound like anything when you get a high combo.
(because FYI, the music gets more layers as your combo gets higher)
the game also as power ups, which is good, except that they're never explained to you, so you're just picking them up hoping the
game will show you what it does at some point.
finaly, the game as a level editor, and it could've been made so much easier than it currently is, it just looks so daunting and
difficult to use right now.
there's also the fact that you can only use the musics in the game (and they can't change that because they would have to drop
the workshop integration due to the copyright issues that could come out of this), but as I've said, they're just a bunch of mess
after a while.

so all in all, if you've been eyeballing this game for a while and every gameplay videos you've seen from this game look
awesome, buy it, but wait until it's on sale, because I don't think this is worth more than 5 bucks as it currently stands.
if you didn't know about this game before, I'd say pass, there are better games like this one out there.
Final Rating: 5\/10. its a fun game that i would like to see grow. best part is i can play with my vive and my frends can play with
their MKB. We need more games like this!. If you yourself both love videogames and are not straight then I'd say it is worth a
two buck rental.. Although the reviews are divided on this game I give this game a positive review.
It is a topdown shooter in which you as a seal team 12 member have to stop GOD. The levels are linear and the enemies
definitely not the most difficult I've ever seen in a game. However everything works and no bugs make it a nice little game to
shoot a bit around in. The story, as seen by the name of your main enemy ;), is not to be taken too seriously with its over the top
writing but is at least coherent.
Don't expect to play it for many hours but in the end for the \u20ac0,98 that I picked this up it is well worth its money.
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Match3 game "The Trials of Olympus" on Steam:
On 18th December we and our partner e-FunSoft Games proudly present the first part of the match-3 triology "The Trials of
Olympus" on Steam. We will also publish part 2 and 3 in the following months - so stay tuned ...
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